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FastTrac Construction Products
With more than 30 years experience in developing and 
manufacturing cutting edge products, FasTrac Construction 
Products is known for performance and consistency.  

FasTrac Skid Steer Mixers turn any skid steer loader into a 
portable concrete mixer, ideal for applications where 
space, speed, cost and convenience are factors. It’s quick 
and easy to clean, and provides more capacity and 
convenience than drum mixers, making them perfect for 
multiple applications.  

For Superior Results Go With FasTrac Construction Products         

FasTrac 125 Mixer 
FasTrac 500 Mixer 
FasTrac 750 Mixer

Streamline your operation and mix right at the pour site with

FasTrac Skid Steer Concrete Mixers!
Mix Right at the Pour Site

Convenient Fold-Up 
Bag Breakers

Zero-Leak Slide Gate
with 6ft Chute

Less Expensive than 
Full-Sized Mixers

Reversible Auger for 
Superior Mixing & 

Dispensing
Light Weight and 

High Capacity

FasTrac Mixer Closer tolerance reduces
separation of large aggregate 
for a superior mix.

Single-piece, all welded auger 
for reduced maintenance.

Rigid steel paddles scoop and 
mix more thoroughly.

Other Mixers Wider tolerance allows more
separation of large aggregate 
for an inferior mix.

Rubber paddles - more parts 
and more headaches.

Flexible rubber paddles curve 
and push material down.

Low Mixer Height 
for Ergonmic Use

Easy Operation and 
Cleanup

Ideal for Fast-Setting 
Epoxy and Concrete



Rick Houston
sales@wmdus.com 
(816) 380-1082
fastracproducts.com

For more information on these or any FasTrac products, contact your 
distributor or the FasTrac Rep for your area.
Complete data sheets are available on our website at 
FasTracProducts.com.
Additional Technical and Field Support are always available to you 
from FasTrac Products.

With a barrel mixer, we can get 
about 30 to 40 holes a day, and 
“ Optional 

hyrdaulic 
operated 
gate 
available.

New Slide Gate 
features a tight 
seal with no 
leakage.

Gate control 
permit precise 
control of pours.

We use the FasTrac Mixer for highway patching 
projects, and I like how it’s mobile, yet large 
enough to provide added efficiencies; and 
compared to typical mortar mixers, it provides 
superior mixing and is faster and easier to clean 
up.

Terry Kraemer
President, Diamond Surface, Inc.

“

Optional water tank for
mixing at the pour site
and remote locations.

Baffled corners help prevent 
dry material from building up, 
for a superior mix quality.

Rubber trough is easy 
to access from the 
bottom.

that’s working pretty hard at it. 
With the FasTrac Mixer we can do 
100 holes a day, and it’s painless. It 
takes us just about 20 minutes to 
mix and dispense a load.

Scott McLaughlin
Owner, McLaughlin Fence

Single-piece steel auger features 
rigid steel paddles jig welded to 
the axle.  Auger is reversible for 
superior mixing and dispensing.

FasTrac Skid Steer Concrete Mixers




